
J Bass® 

b-axis 

Based on the very foundations of Bill Bartolini's initial pickup designs back in the 
early '70s, the guiding design principle was to provide a highly asymmetric (Hi-A) 
magnetic field mimic a fine acoustic bridge. 
b-axis Pickups give Huge, Punchy tone with loads of low-end, along with resonant 
high-mids for incredible articulation and harmonic response.  These Pro-Level Hum
-Killing pickups are fully sealed and shielded to meet the demands of touring, stu-
dio, and session players. 
Precision engineered for 18mm or 19mm bridge string spacing. 

Classic Bass 

 

Classic Bass series pickups have enhanced treble response and narrower apertures for more incisive attack and focused sound 
without harshness. The Classic Bass series allows for a vastly increased tonal range in active or passive instruments, with higher 
output than our Original series. The Classic series is available in Dual Inline Hum-Killer or True Single Coil configurations with 
two different voicings, Deep or Bright. Popular among progressive, jazz, gospel, and metal players, our Classic J-Bass series 
offers the perfect marriage of warm, deep bottom end and glassy, articulate highs. We make short bridge versions and 6-string 
versions too! 

Original 

 

The Original Bartolini design gives you the timeless tone that started it all – big, full lows and low mids, with our matchless 
hum-canceling clarity.  Available in Dual Inline Hum-Killer (J) and True Single (S) coil designs. You will find all the depth of tone 
you need right here. However, if you are looking for bottomless bass with minimal upper harmonics, these are also available in 
our Deep True Single Coil incarnation. Original Barts bring out your voice, low and clear.  These too are available in short bridge 
and 6-String versions.  
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Bass 

Soapbars 

SINGULARITY 

For a massive Jazz bass voice in your soap-
bar bass, these true single coil pickups de-
liver. The Singularity's asymmetric blade 
design provides brighter tones in the high 
frequency range and lots of large, warm 
low end.  Like all of our Pro-Level Pickups, 
they are sweat-proof and rugged, and 
they are shielded from coil-to-cavity to 
tame a noisy stage or studio.  
Provided in Neck Bass North & Bridge Tre-
ble South matched pairs. 

Classic Bass 
Our Classic Bass pickups with enhanced 
treble response and higher output than 
our Original bass pickups and offer bold, 
up-front clarity that adds new dimensions 
to your tone.  The Classic Bass series is 
popular with progressive, jazz, gospel, 
and metal musicians where articulation is 
critical.  For deep bass, rich and clear high
-end, look no further.  Without sacrificing 
low-end, Classic Bass pickups let you turn 
up the tone.   

 

Original 
The Original Bartolini sound is all about 
bass! No other pickup can deliver the gi-
gantic, luxuriant lows of Original Barts. 
But not only to they provide for bottom-
less lows and low-mids, their dual coil 
construction eliminates the noise and 
"boomy" quality that vast amounts of low
-end can create. The originals are full and 
warm for that vintage tone you've been 
craving, without the "woofy" quality that 
can drown out the voice of the instru-
ment. You'll never find lower tones pro-
duced with higher clarity! 

Original 
Split 

 
Voiced very similar to our Original Dual 
Coil bass pickups, our Split-coil design 
provides extended reach and a wider 
sensing area, allowing for a narrower 
pickup to work with wider-spaced strings. 
Original Split pickups  preserve the full-
bodied low end of our Original series and 
adding even more articulation, a simple 
setup, and high value. 

Original 
Quad 

Voiced very similar to our Original Dual 
Coil bass pickups, our Quad-coil design 
provides extended reach and a wider 
sensing area, allowing for a narrower 
pickup to work with wider-spaced strings. 
Preserving the full-bodied low end of our 
Original series and adding even more ar-
ticulation, our Original Quads are able to 
split coils to either a P-bass or reverse P-
bass configuration for even more voicing 
options. 

J Soapbars 
————NEW———— 

Get the tone that fits your sound in the 
shape that fits your bass! Our legendary 
Original J Bass pickups are now available 
in all of our soapbar shapes, giving bass-
ists and luthiers unprecedented flexibility 
in tone and construction. Original J series 
pickups feature massive lows and low-
mids. All Bartolini pickups feature un-
matched hum-canceling that ensures that 
only your playing will be heard.  J Soap-
bars are available in matched neck and 
bridge pairs.  

P Soapbars 
————NEW———— 

When you really want a P bass voice but 
you already have a soapbar bass or you 
don’t want to route for traditional P 
pickups, you need Bartolini P Soapbars.  
Used alone, in pairs, or with a J Soapbar, 
P Soapbars provide a flexible solution for 
great tone.  Steel blade construction and 
tuned magnetic field ensures you don’t 
have to worry about pole alignment to 
get warm, full, perfectly balanced tone.  

2J Squared 
Like our Quad Coil Music Man Dual Jazz 
pickups, these soapbars feature 2 Jazz 
pickups in a box. Ideal for the most flexi-
ble bass, they can be split to individual 
Dual Inline Coil Jazz pickups to be fully 
hum-killing even on the noisiest stage or 
studio. With all coils enabled, the tone is 
truly enormous with huge lows and ex-
tended range for intense articulation. Like 
all of our Pro-Level Pickups, they are avail-
able in matched pairs. 
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P Bass® 

b-axis 
————NEW———— 

b-axis P Bass Pickups  are all about enor-
mous, clear tone. Like their J Bass sisters, 
these pickups have loads of low-end, 
along with resonant high-mids for incredi-
ble articulation and harmonic response. 
The coil arrangement pulls more bass 
from the low strings and more highs from 
the treble strings. b-axis Pro-Level Split 
Coil Hum-Killing pickups are fully sealed 
and shielded to meet the demands of 
touring, studio, and session players. 

Classic Bass 
 
These P Bass pickups have enhanced 
treble response and narrower aper-
tures for more incisive attack and fo-
cused sound without harshness. They 
retain the warmer fuller, low end of P
-Bass pickups but still provide an ap-
preciably increased tonal range in ac-
tive or passive instruments, with 
higher output than our "Original" se-
ries. 

Original 
 
P-bass Original series pickups are 
your best choice for the biggest, 
fattest bottom end.  No other pickup 
can deliver the warm, open lows the 
way these do. Ensuring that any un-
wanted "woof" is eliminated, the split 
coil blade keeps your sound tight and 
clear, all while delivering huge bass 
response. You'll never find lower 
tones produced with higher fidelity! 

Original 
Deep 

These are our deepest, darkest, low-
est pickups. With the same coil struc-
turs as our Original series, these 
pickups are all abut the fundamental, 
with wide sensing apertures and har-
monic rejection, these are great for 
Reggae and Hip-Hop. 

     

     

Bass 

Candybars 

Original 
The original Bartolini design gives you the time-
less tone that started it all – big, full lows and low 
mids, with our matchless hum-canceling clari-
ty.  Available in Dual Inline Hum-Killer designs, 
you'll find all the depth of tone you need right 
here. Original Barts bring out your voice, low and 
clear.  So low, you need to be down here to read 
about them. 

Classic Bass 
Bass Candybars are like Jazz Bass pickups but with no mounting ears.  Classic Bass series pickups have 
enhanced treble response and narrower apertures for more incisive attack and focused sound without 
harshness. The Classic Bass series allows for a vastly increased tonal range in active or passive instru-
ments, with higher output than our Original series. The Classic series is available in Dual Inline Hum-
Killer or True single coil configurations with two different voicings, Deep or Bright. Popular among 
progressive, jazz, gospel, and metal players, our Classic J-Bass series offers the perfect marriage of 
warm, deep bottom end and glassy, articulate highs. 

    

    

    

Music 

Man® 

Classic Bass 
Our Music Man Classic Bass series pickups feature 
enhanced treble response and narrower aper-
tures for more incisive attack and focused sound 
without harshness. They have a dramatically in-
creased tonal range in active or passive instru-
ments, with higher output than our Original se-
ries. Popular among progressive, jazz, gospel, and 
metal players, our Classic J-Bass series offers the 
perfect marriage of warm, deep bottom end and 
glassy, articulate highs. 

Original 
Our Music Man "Original" series pickups bring 
you the timeless tone that started it all – big, full 
lows and low mids.  You'll find all the depth of 
tone you need right here, along with our match-
less hum-canceling clarity. Original Barts upgrade 
pickups bring out your voice, low and clear. 

2J Squared 
We took two of our Jazz Bass pickups and com-
bined them into one shell, creating this quad-coil 
monster.  This split-ready configuration gives you 
complete freedom to define your own version of 
the pickup's huge jazz tone. The 2J's extended to-
nal range allows for more "air" and definition at 
the top end, without sacrificing any of the lows 
and low mids you need for monster growl.  Just 
add a switch to your bass and you can flip to J 
mode. 

    

    

    

Your Choice for Pro Level Upgrades for 45 Years! 

 

Bartolini is a registered trademark of Bartolini, Inc. 

J Bass and P Bass are registered trademarks of Fender Musical Instruments Corp. Bartolini is not affiliated with FMIC. 

Music Man is a registered trademark of Ernie Ball, Inc. Bartolini is not affiliated with Ernie Ball. 

Rickenbacker is a registered trademark of Rickenbacker International Corporation. Bartolini is not affiliated with RIC. 

Johnny Smith is a Model from Gibson Guitar Corp. Bartolini is not affiliated with Gibson. 

Ibanez is a registered trademark of Hoshino Gakki CO., LTD. Bartolini is not affiliated with Hoshino. 

 

 

Vintage 

Brand 

Classic Bass 
The Classic Bass series is popular with progres-
sive, jazz, gospel, and metal musicians where ar-
ticulation is critical.  For deep bass, rich and clear 
high-end, look no further.  Without sacrificing low
-end, Classic Bass pickups let you turn up the 
tone.   

Original 
When you need the biggest, fattest bottom end, 
"Original Series" Barts are the go-to pickups.  No 
other pickup can deliver such gigantic, luxuriant 
lows. You'll never find lower tones produced with 
higher fidelity! 

Original Split 
Our Rickenbacker bass upgrade pickups allow you 
to keep the legendary "Rickenbacker tone," but 
without the clank and noise of the Rick's abrasive 
high end. Bartolini pickups bring out a deeper, 
more well-rounded tone out of the instrument 
with more clarity and definition. 
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Guitar Pickups 

PBF Series 

The "vintage" pair (PBF 49/51) feature sweet high end and clas-
sic warm tones, with focused and defined lows. The "jazz" set 
(PBF 55/57) brings out a more rounded, softer tone that excels 
at smoothing out the high register of many guitars. The "rock" 
set (PBF55/77D) are high-output models that make sure clarity 
and smoothness aren't lost, even at high volume levels. 

  

Jazz 
Guitar 

The dual coil Johnny Smith (JS) 
humbucker gets a smooth, 
clear distinctive tone available 
with or without adjustable  fin-
gerboard end brackets. 

 

Original Series 

Our original humbuckers provide a clean, clear tone with an articulate high end you'd think could only come from a single-coil. 

Humbucker True Single Soapbar 

    

7 & 8 String 

Our extended range guitar pickups are 
perfect for a Heavy Metal Machine. A 
combination of bass and guitar pickups, 
they provide crushing lows and scream-
ing highs. The dual blade design en-
sures high output even with multi-step 
bends.  Killer tone with or without an 
onboard preamp. 

 

 

ACE Series 

The expanded tonal range and rich harmonics of our ACE pickups are created by combining alnico 
(the “A” in ACE) and ceramic (the “CE” in ACE) magnets for the best of both worlds, producing the 
hot tone you want from an alnico pickup, balanced with the clarity you expect from ceramic.   

Humbucker True Single Hum-Killer Single Ringless Soapbar 

    

Inline Hum –Killer True Single 

bartolini.net 

Acoustic 

Our legendary 3AV Hum-Killer Acoustic 
Guitar Soundhole pickup provides an 
incredibly natural sounding acoustic 
voice.  It now features a new, easy to 
install, clean look mounting bracket.  

 


